A month ago, we asked people to share how Jeannie, personally or through her work, has informed their (our) thinking, accomplishments and life—how she had encouraged or provoked us to make the world better. This Word Art was created using the 200 responses we received.

Martin, Jeannie’s dear husband, shared the following lyrics from Warren Zevon, as part of his note last night (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SHYQuGaKYzk):

http://nepc.colorado.edu/publication/newsletter-jeanne
When you get up in the mornin’ and you see that crazy sun
Keep [her] in your heart for a while
There’s a train leavin’ nightly called “When All is Said and Done”
Keep [her] in your heart for a while

We also encourage you to watch, and be inspired by, Jeannie’s AERA Presidential Address from eight years ago: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0gGm7zCz7Q
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